
Please read these instructions carefully before using.

HowHowHowHow totototo UseUseUseUse
(See drawing on the right)

①Hang irrigator(water tank) to the exclusive
stand that comes with the model, and fix.

②Connect the longer tube coming out of the
bladder to the connector at the top of the
irrigator. (When doing this, set the stand some
distance away from the model so that
the tube does not dangle between the stand
and bladder.)

③Connect the shorter tube coming out of the
bladder to the connector below the cramp.

④Fill irrigator(water tank) with approximately
500cc of water. Next, open the cramp and
water will enter the bladder.
(It will take some time before the water
becomes full.)

⑤In the beginning it may be difficult to insert, so
use Nelaton catheter(size Eg.8 etc.) and
spread exclusive lubricating oil thoroughly on
the tip. Confirm that the catheter has been
inserted inside the bladder.

⑥Practice catheterization using balloon-tipped
catheter.

※After inserting the catheter, if it does not drain(urinate), add a small amount of water
(approximately 100cc) to raise water pressure.

【Caution Regarding Use of Lubricant】
●When inserting catheter, always spreadspreadspreadspread lubricantlubricantlubricantlubricant thoroughlythoroughlythoroughlythoroughly.
●It is not possible to insert when the catheter angle differs. Do not insert forcibly.
●When there is water on the tip of the catheter, wipe it off before applying lubricant.
●Cannot be used for the human body.

【Caution When Using】
●TheTheTheThe externalexternalexternalexternal genitaliagenitaliagenitaliagenitalia andandandand bladderbladderbladderbladder areareareare fixedfixedfixedfixed. NeverNeverNeverNever attemptattemptattemptattempt totototo detachdetachdetachdetach themthemthemthem.
●NeverNeverNeverNever attemptattemptattemptattempt totototo detachdetachdetachdetach thethethethe tubetubetubetube attachedattachedattachedattached totototo thethethethe bladderbladderbladderbladder.
●The transparent portion of this product is susceptible to scratches.
If hit against something or strongly rubbed, it may cause damage or blurs, so please be careful.

●When it becomes dirty, wipe with soft cloth using kitchen detergent or wipe with cloth only.
※Please do not use alcohol, benzine, a thinner, or polishing powder.

●Any stain in the external genitalia should be wiped gently with a soft cloth using kitchen detergent, and then, wiped
with a cloth moistened with water.
Further, before storing, slightly cover with powder using a brush or cloth etc.

●It will break if dropped, so please handle with care.

HowHowHowHow totototo DrainDrainDrainDrain
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【HowHowHowHow totototo StoreStoreStoreStore】
●Pull out the tube connected to the connector at the top of the irrigator.
●Pull out the tube connected to the connector below the cramp.
●Water remaining inside the bladder can be drained through the shorter tube coming
out of the bladder by tilting the body.

●Wipe off water remaining inside the irrigator using a slender stick wrapped with cloth.
●Please understand that a small amount of waterdrops will remain inside the tubes.
●Fold the irrigator, and put inside a plastic bag.
●Put exclusive stand and model back into the hard case.
●Do not store under direct sunlight or where it is hot and humid.

①Prepare a tray etc. (something to catch the drainage), close the cramp, and pull
out the tube from the connector.

②As shown in the illustration, tilt the transparent model sideways until the shorter
tube coming out of the bladder comes directly below.

③Water remaining inside the bladder can be drained through the shorter tube
coming out of the bladder.

④Water remaining inside the irrigator will be drained by opening the cramp.


